Around 10 years ago, many bloggers wrote anonymously for fear of losing their jobs. Although blogging is no longer means for dismissal, science bloggers are still concerned that blogging is perceived as a waste of time, not for serious scientists. But all scientists happily, and crucially, spend time critiquing research, soliciting help for experiments and attending conferences to meet other scientists and showcase their research. Blogging lends itself to all of these activities -users can debate findings, ask for advice, network and promote research. So, why is it perceived as a time-waster?
In part, science blogging as a culture has not yet matured because laboratory heads, who are most deeply entrenched in the scientific community, are unlikely to be bloggers. Consequently, crucial questions remain unresolved. How do blogging and conventional publishing fit together? Are scientists who blog likely to find collaborators or likely to be scooped? Will, or should, scientists get credit for writing insightful blog posts? As a blog-friendly generation of scientists prepare to enter the laboratory, these questions will only become more pressing. Perhaps senior scientists need to start experimenting with blogging so that we can start addressing these questions. 
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